Abstract-A dual-cap mushroom-like metasurface (MS) is proposed. The proposed MS is called dual-cap mushroom-like MS
5-and 10-unit rectenna arrays. Fig. 14 also shows that the optimum load resistance depends on the connection and the number of units. The performance variation of 1-unit rectennas causes the performance difference as shown Fig. 12 . Fig. 15 shows the normalized output dc power versus incident angle. As shown in this figure, the incident angle characteristics are almost the same even though the output power is different, i.e., it does not depend on the number of rectenna units. This is because of the dc connection.
V. CONCLUSION
In this communication, a stacked differential rectenna is proposed to simply achieve large-scale rectenna arrays. This rectenna provides high conversion efficiency even under low power conditions due to its differential operation. The proposed rectenna is operated at 5.8 GHz and the maximum conversion efficiency was 44.1% at the power density of as low as 0.041 W/m 2 . The proposed stacked differential rectenna can be easily connected in series and/or parallel to achieve large-scale rectenna arrays. The conversion efficiency of the rectenna array is almost the same in comparison with a single rectenna.
I. INTRODUCTION
Metasurface (MS) is a two-dimensional (2-D) equivalent of metamaterial and can be implemented using small unit cells [1] . With the succinct planar structure, MS can be used in the design of planar antennas with improved performances. For example, in [2] and [3] , an MS was placed in front of a patch/slot/monopole antenna to improve the boresight gain or convert linear polarization (LP) to circular polarization (CP). In [4] - [12] , an MS was placed at the back of a patch/monopole antenna to enhance the boresight gain. At low operating frequencies such as 1.58 GHz for the global navigation satellite system (GNSS), the required size of the unit cell in [4] - [8] would be very large. To reduce the required size, unit cells with different shapes such as uniplanar compact photonic bandgap (UC-PBG) lattice [9] , waffle-like [10] , square loop [11] , and Minkowski fractal mushroomlike [12] were proposed. All these unit cells [4] - [12] had the same problem of narrow operating bandwidths. Designing a small unit cell for low-frequency operation is one of the objectives of our studies here.
CPR antenna can be switched between right-and left-handed CP (RHCP and LHCP) and finds many applications such as syntheticaperture-radar, multiple-input-multiple-output (MIMO) systems, and frequency reuses [13] . Usually, CPR antennas are designed using patch antennas or slot antennas with PIN diodes as switches [14] - [27] . For CPR patch antennas, the reconfigurability between RHCP and LHCP is normally achieved using four methods, reconfiguring the radiating-patch shapes using PIN-diode switches [14] - [16] , etching slots with PIN-diode switches on the patch radiators [17] , [18] , placing PIN-diode switches on ground-plane slots [19] , [20] , and designing reconfigurable microstrip feeding networks using PIN-diode switches [21] , [22] . When using PIN diodes as switches in CPR antennas, the dc biasing circuits have to be carefully designed in order not to affect the antenna performances. Thus, in [16] , the PIN diodes were biased using a bias-T to avoid the effects of the dc circuit on the antenna RF performance. In [19] and [20] , the dc circuits were all placed on the ground planes to reduce the effects on the antenna performances. For CPR slot antennas, the CP reconfigurability is usually achieved using three methods, i.e., changing the shapes of the radiating slots using PIN-diode switches [23] , [24] , reconfiguring the feeding networks of the radiating slot using PIN-diode switches [25] , [26] , and switching ON/OFF the right/left T -shaped microstrips protruding from the ground plane using PIN-diode switches [27] . The biasing circuits for the slot antennas in [23] - [27] were placed on the ground plane and so had little effects on the antenna performances. Recently, it was also proposed to use MS with a slot antenna to design a CP antenna [28] .
Compared with patch and slot antennas which require an electrical length of λg/2, monopole antenna requires a shorter electrical length of λg/4 (where λg is the guided wavelength at the center frequency) and has wider bandwidth. Thus, a CPR monopole antenna was proposed in [29] which had a smaller size and wider axial-ratio bandwidth (ARBW, AR < 3 dB) than all the designs in [14] - [28] . However, it had a very low realized boresight gain of about 0 dBi and a complicated switchable feeding network. Simplification of this CPR antenna is another objective of our studies.
In this communication, a dual-cap mushroom-like MS is proposed and used in the design of a compact CPR monopole antenna for the GNSS system. Conventional mushroom-like MS has one side of the substrate being a plain conducting plate. However, each unit cell on the proposed MS has a simple patch with a centered via on one side of the substrate and a meandered slot on the other side, so it is here called a dual-cap mushroom-like unit cell. The operating frequency and bandwidth of the dual-cap mushroom-like unit cell are compared with other unit cells proposed in [4] - [12] . Results show that the meandered slot on the other side of the unit cell introduces inductive effects which can lower down the operating frequency and increase the operating bandwidth, thus the unit cell requires a smaller required size. The dual-cap mushroom-like MS is used in the design of a CPR planar antenna with enhanced boresight gain and bandwidth. The MS is placed at a short distance of only 0.09λ0 away from a CPR antenna and serves as a reflector. In such a setup, the CPR antenna is called the source antenna and the CPR antenna together with the MS is called a CPR MS antenna [2] , [3] . The CPR antenna is similar to our previous design in [29] , but with much reduced complexity. The CPR MS [7] . (b) Patch with no via [8] . (c) UC-PBG lattice [9] . (d) Waffle-like [10] . (e) Square loop-like [11] . (f) Minkowski fractal mushroom-like [12] (metal: gray color, substrate: white color). antenna is studied and designed using the EM simulation tool CST. For validation of simulation, the CPR MS antenna is fabricated and measured using the Satimo Starlab system [30] . Simulation results show that the dual-cap mushroom-like MS can increase the operating bandwidths of the CPR antenna from 1.46-1.79 GHz (0.33 GHz, 20.3%) to 1.42-1.88 GHz (0.46 GHz, 27.9%) for the GNSS system, and also the boresight gain at 1.58 GHz from 0.4 to 6.6 dBi.
II. DUAL-CAP MUSHROOM-LIKE UNIT CELL
The proposed dual-cap mushroom-like MS is shown in Fig. 1 which, for illustration purpose, is composed of four unit cells and designed on a doubled-sided substrate. On the top side of the substrate, the unit cells have a square patch with a size of u1 × u1mm 2 and a shorting via at the center as shown in Fig. 1(a) . The unit cell has a size of (u1 + g1) × (u1 + g1) mm 2 and so has a periodicity of (u1 + g1). On the bottom side, a loop slot having a shape as shown in Fig. 1(b) is etched underneath each patch. It has a cross-section view as shown in Fig. 1(c) . We compare the bandwidth and size of the dual-cap mushroomlike unit cell with those of other unit cells such as the conventional mushroom-like unit cell in [4] - [7] , square patch in [8] , UC-PBG lattice in [9] , waffle-like unit cell in [10] , square loop in [11] , and Minkowski fractal mushroom-like unit cell in [12] . For fair comparison, these unit cells are redesigned to operate at the same operating frequency of 1.58 GHz and on the same type substrate with a relative permittivity of 3.66, a loss tangent of 0.004, and a thickness of 1.6 mm. Their geometries are shown in Fig. 2 . Note that they all have square shapes. With the use of the CST, the simulated reflection phases of the unit cells are shown in Fig. 3(a) . The bandwidths, defined as the frequency ranges within ±90
• in the reflection phase curves [8] , of these unit cells are shown in Table I . It can be seen that the dual-cap mushroom-like unit cell has a bandwidth of 12.66% which is much larger than other unit cells, yet having the smallest size of only 576 mm 2 (0.19λg) 2 . More simulation studies have also been carried out on the reflection coefficients of the proposed dual-cap mushroom-like unit cell and the unit cells of Fig. 2 . Results have shown that the proposed dual-cap mushroom-like unit cell has a much lower reflection coefficient than the other unit cells. This further indicates that the proposed dual-cap mushroom-like unit cell has a wider bandwidth than the other unit cells studied, as it was verified in [31] that there is a compromise between bandwidth improvement and reflected power for high-impedance surfaces with periodically perforated ground planes. The reflection coefficients of the unit cells studied are listed in Table I for comparison.
III. CPR MS ANTENNA
The dual-cap mushroom-like unit cells shown in Fig. 1 are used to design an MS which is placed at the back of a CPR planar antenna, as shown in Fig. 4 , for performance enhancement. The MS and CPR antenna (the source antenna in the setup) together form a CPR MS antenna with increased boresight gain and operating bandwidth. The CPR antenna is similar to our previous design in [29] but with significant reduction in complexity of the switchable feeding network, thus only the switchable feeding network is described here.
The switchable feeding network is composed of a double-pole double-throw (DPDT) switch and a 90
• phase shifter implemented using a λg/4-microstrip line. Based on the two dc control voltages (which will be described later), the DPDT switch determines if the two signals feeding to MP1 and MP2 will have a phase difference of 90
• or -90
• , hence generating an RHCP or LHCP signal, respectively [32] . The two monopoles are meandered to have a tapered shape for better matching and hence a wider impedance bandwidth.
The dual-cap mushroom-like MS is designed on a doubled-sided substrate and composed of eight square unit cells, as shown in Fig. 4(d) and (e). Each unit cell has a size of (u1 + g1) × (u1 + g1) mm 2 and so a periodicity of (u1 + g1). On the top side of the MS, each unit cell has a patch with a size of u1 × u1mm 2 and a shorting via at the center. On the bottom side, a loop slot having a shape as shown in Fig. 4(e) is etched underneath each patch. In the CPR MS antenna, the MS is placed at a distance of hr = 0.09λ0 from the back of the source antenna, as shown in Fig. 4(f) , and serving as a reflector to increase the boresight gain and bandwidth of the CPR antenna. The CPR MS antenna has a total volume of 88 × 69 × 20.4 mm 3 . Simulation has been used to find the optimum distance hr and results have shown that hr = 0.09λ0 gives the widest operating bandwidth, which is therefore used in our design.
The EM simulation tool CST is used to study and design the CPR antenna and MS. The substrate used for the CPR antenna has a thickness of 0.8 mm which is same as what we used in our previous design [29] , so that we can compare both results. The substrate used for the MS has a larger thickness of 1.6 mm to achieve a wider operating bandwidth. Both substrates have a relative permittivity of 3.66 and a loss tangent of 0.004. The final dimensions of the CPR MS antenna are shown in Table II which are used to fabricate the antenna, as shown in Fig. 5 . Four nylon posts are used to fix the distance between the source antenna and the MS reflector. The prototyped antenna is measured using the Satimo Starlab system [30] . A practical DPDT switch, SKY13355-374LF, from Skyworks is used in our design [33] . The switch has a Micro Leadframe Package Dual (MLPD) with six pins and a physical dimension of 1.5 × 1.5 × 0.5 mm 3 . For clarity, the enlarged version of the biasing circuit for the DPDT switch in Fig. 4(a) is shown in Fig. 4(c) , where six microstrip lines are designed to connect to the six pins of the DPDT. The input signals S1 and S2 are obtained from the phase shifter with S1 being lagging S2 by 90
• , as can be seen in Fig. 4(a) . The capacitors, C2, C2', C3, and C3' with a value of 100 pF, placed between each pin of the DPDT switch and the corresponding microstrip line, are used for dc blocking. The state of the DPDT switch is determined by the dc control voltages V1 and V2 at pins 2 and 5, respectively, as shown in Fig. 6 . With V 1 = 3 V and V 2 = 0 V, the input signals S1 and S2 are fed to MP1 and MP2, respectively, as shown in Fig. 6(a) , so the signal to MP1 is lagging the signal to MP2 by 90
• , resulting in RHCP. While with V 1 = 0 V and V 2 = 3 V, signals S1 and S2 will be fed to MP2 and MP1, respectively, as shown in Fig. 6(b) , and the signal to MP2 will be lagging the signal to MP1 by 90
• , resulting in LHCP. In Fig. 4(c) , the dc voltage V2 to pin 5 of the DPDT switch is supplied via a microstrip strip p1 which has a dc pad at the other end. Another dc pad is printed in exactly the same position on the ground plane as shown in Fig. 4(b) where capacitor C4 with a value of 10 pF is used for dc decoupling. These two dc pads are connected together through a via. To control the DPDT switch, two dc voltages V1 and V2 are applied to the pads on the ground plane using two wires, as shown in Fig. 5(b) . Thus the dc wires are placed on the ground plane, minimizing the effects on the antenna performance. The way that the dc voltage V1 supplied to pin 2 of the DPDT switch is exactly the same as that for V2 to pin 5, so the description is not repeated here. Table III shows the dc control voltages of the DPDT switch for the two CPs of the antenna. Note that the antenna requires only two dc control voltages. Compared with the previous design in [29] , the design complexity and cost are substantially reduced.
IV. EFFECTS OF MS ON CPR ANTENNA
In selecting hr (the distance between the MS and the source antenna) for the CPR MS antenna as shown in Fig. 4(f) , the initial value for hr is first set to λ0/4. Computer simulation is then used to find the value achieving the widest operating bandwidth. Results have shown that the optimum value is hr = 0.09, λ0 = 18 mm. The simulated S11, AR, and realized boresight gain of the CPR MS antenna are shown in Fig. 7 , indicating that the antenna has an impedance bandwidth (IMBW) for S11 < −10 dB of 1.21-2.09 GHz, ARBW for AR < 3 dB of 1.42-1.88 GHz, and a boresight gain of 6.6 dBi. For comparison, the simulated results using a simple conducting plate, i.e., a single-side PCB, as the reflector are also shown in the same figure. In order to obtain the similar IMBW and ARBW to those using MS for fair comparison, the value of hr has to be reoptimized to 65 mm. It can be seen in Fig. 7(b) that the gain reduces to 3.8 dBi. The results without using any reflector are also shown in the same figure for comparison. In such a case, the CPR antenna needs to be reoptimized again in terms of operating bandwidth. It can be seen that, without using any reflector, the IMBW and boresight gain reduce to 1.30-1.79 GHz and 0.4 dBi, respectively, with the ARBW remaining about same. Thus, : simple conducting reflector with hr = 65 mm;
: without reflector). advantage of using the proposed dual-cap mushroom-like MS over a simple conducting plate is that it can substantially reduce the distance hr between the source antenna and MS from 65 to 18 mm with the realized boresight gain increased from 3.8 to 6.6 dBi. It is important to be able to use the design in other frequency bands. Based on the above results, we propose the design methodology of the proposed CPR MS antenna for other frequency bands as follows:
1) follow the design procedure in [29] to design the CPR antenna for the desirable operating frequency; 2) select u1 and u2 to design the dual-cap mushroom-like MS for the desirable operating frequency; 3) place the MS at an initial distance of about λ0/4 from the back of the source antenna, i.e, the CPR antenna; 4) adjust u2 to obtain the required AR; 5) adjust u1 to obtain the required IMBW; 6) adjust hr to obtain better AR and matching.
V. SIMULATION AND MEASUREMENT RESULTS

A. S11 and AR
The simulated and measured S11 and AR of the CPR MS antenna in RHCP and LHCP are shown in Fig. 8 . It can be seen in Fig. 8(a) Fig. 8(b) shows that the simulated ARBWs in both polarizations for AR < 3 dB are 1.42-1.88 GHz (0.46 GHz, 27.9%). While the measured ARBWs in RHCP and LHCP are 1.43-1.88 GHz (0.45 GHz, 27.2%) and 1.42-1.92 GHz (0.50 GHz, 29.9%), respectively, which are smaller than the IMBW. Thus the measured operating bands of the CPR MS antenna in RHCP and LHCP are 1.43-1.88 GHz and 1.42-1.92 GHz, respectively, which are large enough for the GNSS system. ; measured copolarization: and crosspolarization:
).
At 1.58 GHz (the center frequency for GNSS) in the x-z plane as shown in Fig. 9(a) , the simulated AR beamwidth (for AR < 3 dB) is 93
• in both RHCP and LHCP. The measured beamwidths are 28
• and 48
• in RHCP and LHCP, respectively. In the x-y plane as shown in Fig. 9(b) , the simulated AR beamwidths are 73
• in RHCP and LHCP, respectively, and the measured AR beamwidths are 46
• and 64
• in RHCP and LHCP, respectively.
B. Radiation Patterns
The measured and simulated radiation patterns of the CPR MS antenna at 1.58 GHz in RHCP and LHCP are shown in Fig. 10 . Good agreements can be observed. With the antenna in RHCP, Fig. 10(a) shows that the radiation patterns of copolarization point at the boresight direction. The radiation patterns of cross-polarization have a much lower amplitude at the opposite direction. With the antenna in LHCP, Fig. 10(b) shows that the radiation patterns are in opposite directions to those in Fig. 10(a) . , simulated cross-polarization:
, measured copolarization: , measured crosspolarization:
TABLE IV COMPARISON WITH PREVIOUS WORK
C. Realized Boresight Gains
The simulated and measured realized boresight gains of the CPR MS antenna are shown in Fig. 11 . In RHCP and LHCP, the simulated boresight gain in copolarization ranges from 0.2 to 6.6 dBi across the operating band of 1.42-1.88 GHz. In RHCP, the measured boresight gain in copolarization ranges from −1.2 to 5.3 dBi across the operating band of 1.43-1.88 GHz. In LHCP, the measured boresight gain in copolarization ranges from −2.3 to 5.0 dBi across the operating band of 1.42-1.92 GHz. The differences between the simulated and measured results are mainly due to the fabrication, prototyping and measurement tolerances, and also the cable effects [34] . The simulated and measured boresight gains in cross-polarization are lower than −10 dBi in both RHCP and LHCP, as shown in Fig. 11 . It should be noted that the bandwidth for 3-dB gain variation of the antenna is 1.48-1.81 GHz which is large enough to cover the frequency band of 1.55-1.62 GHz for the GNSS system. [29] Finally, the simulated operating frequency bandwidth, ranges of realized boresight gain and AR value over the GNSS band (1.56-1.61 GHz), and complexity of biasing circuit of the CPR MS antenna are compared with those of our previous design [29] and results are shown in Table IV . It can be seen that by using the dual-cap mushroomlike MS, the CPR MS antenna has a much higher boresight gain of more than 6.3 dBi, lower variation of axial ratio value over the GNSS band, and wider operating bandwidth of 27.9%. With the use of the DPDT switch, the dc biasing circuit requires only two dc wires and nine lumped components (including the capacitors, resistor, and the DPDT), instead of 5 dc wires and 18 lumped components required in the previous design in [29] . Thus the complexity is much reduced.
D. Comparison With CPR in
VI. CONCLUSION
A new type of MS, known as dual-cap mushroom-like MS, has been proposed and used in the design of a CPR MS antenna. The unit cells on the MS have a simple patch on one side of the substrate and a meandered slot on the other side. The operating bandwidth and size of the dual-cap mushroom-like unit cell have been compared with other unit cells found in literature and results have shown that the dual-cap mushroom-like unit cell has the widest operating bandwidth and smallest size. The dual-cap mushroom-like MS has been used as a reflector in the design of a CPR MS antenna for the GNSS system. Results have shown that the dual-cap mushroom-like MS placed at a distance of 0.09λ0 away can substantially increase the operating bandwidth and boresight gain of the CPR antenna.
